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Stream Health
Upper Nottawasaga River, 2015

Stream Bugs
Our Stream Health Communicators
Stream bugs (benthic macroinvertebrates) are organisms that spend much or
all of their life cycle living in stream bottoms. Monitoring these organisms
(biomonitoring) provides us with information about changes in stream
pollution, substrate and temperatures over time. These bugs are excellent
communicators because:
•

They are widespread.

•

They are easy to collect and identify.

•

Some species are highly sensitive to pollution.

•

They mostly stay in one place and are long-lived, reflecting long-term
water quality conditions in a river or stream.

Upper Nottawasaga River Stream Health
NVCA has two long-term monitoring sites in the Upper Nottawasaga
Subwatershed that were established to monitor potential impacts from the
surrounding landscape, and to provide important baseline data for stream
health monitoring. One site is located at 3rd Line EHS (Site 1) in the Town of
Mono and the other at County Road 10 (Site 2) in the Town of New
Tecumseth (see map on page 2).

The Upper Nottawasaga
Subwatershed includes a portion
of the Oak Ridges Moraine and the
Niagara Escarpment.
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The biomonitoring data collected from these sites over 16 years allows us to
see how stream health changes as the Nottawasaga River flows
downstream from Mono, through Adjala-Tosorontio and into New
Tecumseth.

What are we seeing?
Bug Community
The bug community includes the entire population of bugs at a sampling
site. Summary indexes are used to evaluate and compare bug communities.
The Hilsenhoff Family Biotic Index (FBI) is commonly used as an indicator of
the level of organic pollution such as livestock waste, sewage from failed
septic systems, etc. in a river. Some bugs are more sensitive to organic
pollution levels, whereas some are more tolerant. The species found in a
sample can indicate what level of organic pollution is present. A community
with a lower FBI score suggests less organic pollution and therefore better
water quality.
Based on NVCA FBI data, there is a significant difference between the two
monitoring sites in the Upper Nottawasaga Subwatershed, indicating a
decline in stream health as you move downstream. Land use is a strong
driver of water quality.

Bug Habitat
Bugs are very selective on where they like to live, having good water quality
is not the only thing they look for! Sensitive bug communities also like to
live in faster flowing, gravel-bottom streams that provide them with lots of
different nooks and crannies in which to hide and feed.
The availability of good bug habitat can be represented by %EPT. The %EPT
is a measure of the number of mayflies (Ephemeroptera), stoneflies
(Plecoptera) and caddisflies (Trichoptera0 in a river or stream. These bug
orders are associated with good habitat and water quality. If there is a high
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Figure 1. A healthy collection of
stream bugs found at sampling
site 1 in the Upper
Nottawasaga Subwatershed.

Figure 2. Hilsenhoff Family Biotic Index (FBI) results for the Upper Nottawasaga

percentage of these bugs, this suggests a site has desirable conditions: the
preferred substrate (boulder, cobble and/or gravel river bottoms) and good
water quality.
Based on the data below, there is a significant difference between the two
sites, indicating a decline in bug habitat quality as you move downstream.
Site 1 has more preferred substrate (cobble and gravel) than Site 2 (gravel
and sand), and based on the FBI score, better water quality.
Just like with FBI scores, Site 1 is undergoing a significant decline in %EPT,
whereas Site 2 is not. This means that the number of good bugs at Site 1 is
declining.

Figure 3. %EPT results for the Upper Nottawasaga
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EPT bugs are an
essential part of sport
fish diet, like this
rainbow trout from the
Nottawasaga River.
A decline in EPT bugs
affects fish populations
and opportunities for
fishing.

Water Temperature
Water temperature affects all aspects of the river environment: physical
(ice), chemical (oxygen concentrations), and biological (metabolic rates).
Rivers are classified into three groups based on summer temperatures:
•

Coldwater streams and rivers receive significant amounts of cold
groundwater inputs that support sensitive fish (brook trout) and bug
populations. They are also the systems most sensitive to urban
development, agriculture, online ponds.

•

Warm water streams and rivers receive lower groundwater inputs
that support less sensitive bug populations and sport fish like pike, bass
and perch.

•

Cool water streams and rivers are in between both categories and
support rainbow and brown trout and moderately sensitive bug
populations.

The Water Quality Index can be used to describe the effects of stream
temperature on the bug population. Higher index values indicate the bugs
have a greater reliance on cold water. Decreases in the index over time can
indicate a warming in river conditions. Human influences are the main
cause of river warming, although natural factors like beaver ponds play a
role. Human activities that increase stream temperatures include: removing
streamside trees and plants, damming rivers to create ponds and urban
development.
Based on NVCA temperature data, the Nottawasaga River at Site 1 is
classified as a cool water system. In 2005, Site 2 was also classified as a
cool water system, but in the last 5-7 years has shifted and is now
considered a warm water system. This means there are less locations on
the Nottawasaga River for temperature-sensitive species like rainbow trout
and stoneflies to live and breed. Possible reasons for increased
temperatures at Site 2 include the upstream removal of streamside
vegetation and increased sediment in the water (“sediment loading”) due to
development. Insufficient data was available to determine Site 1
temperature trends.
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In Spring 2015, volunteers planted 1 hectare of future forest along Baker Creek.

Case Study—Cooling the Water
Baker Creek Fishway & Habitat Enhancements
Baker Creek is a small headwater branch of the Nottawasaga River which
supports native, cold water-loving, brook trout.
Historically, a dam at the Baker property has affected brook trout habitat.
The dam itself was a barrier to upstream spawning migrations of trout,
while the stagnant head pond created by the dam increased summer water
temperatures in the creek.
Narrow, shaded, fast-flowing streams generally support cold summer water
temperatures while wider ponds are more exposed to the sun’s rays and
warm much faster. In the graph on which follows, the blue line shows the
cooler water temperatures in Baker Creek upstream from the pond, while
the orange line shows the warmer temperatures typical downstream from
the pond.
Cold water supports higher concentrations of dissolved oxygen than warm
water. Fish species such as brook trout, which require high dissolved
oxygen concentrations, typically thrive in cold streams and do poorly in
warmer watercourses. In Baker Creek, brook trout existed upstream from
the Baker pond and were not present in the warmer water downstream.

Restoring Baker Creek
The Town of Mono purchased the land surrounding the 60-acre Baker
property in 2011. This new natural area provides an important natural area
to buffer Island Lake Conservation Area. NVCA staff surveyed the property
and noted many ecologically valuable features, including:
•

the cold water headwater creek

•

sign of deer on the property, which likely contributes to the broader
Upper Nottawasaga River deer yard
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Deer yards are usually located in
mature softwood stands. Deer
gather in winter to stay protected
from the blustery winds, and
minimize heat loss

•

suitable habitat for breeding amphibians and area-sensitive forest interior
bird species, and

•

wetlands that form part of the provincially significant Island Lake Wetland
Complex

Working with NVCA, the Town of Mono and the Headwater Streams
Committee put plans in place to enhance wildlife and aquatic habitat on the
Baker site.
•

In 2014, the Headwaters Streams Committee removed the outdated
Baker property dam in order to restore a trout migration route and
improve water quality.
In many cases, removing a dam also results in
the elimination of the stagnant head pond on the
upstream side. Unfortunately this was not the
case at the Baker site, where earth was
excavated from the valley bottom to generate
material used to construct the earthen dam. The
excavated hole in the valley bottom has
maintained a 1 m deep stagnant pond
environment which could not be drained by
removal of the dam.

•

With more than 100 volunteers, the groups also
planted 750 native trees and shrubs along 100m
of creek. In a single morning, they created 1
hectare of young forest. As it matures, this
future forest will help cool the water in Baker
Creek.
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At a smaller pond upstream of the main pond, a new channel
was formed by cutting through thick vegetation and allowing the
water to find its own path. A cut was made through the small
berm that was serving as a dam, further allowing the free flow of
water along Baker Creek.

New Baker Creek Fishway—The blue line on the aerial image below shows the proposed location of the new channel to be
established on the west side of the remaining pond which is marked in green. The fishway creates a cold water stream that
supports brook trout migration, while the remnant pond will maintain its wetland features.

Future Restoration
In 2016, the Headwaters Streams Committee and
NVCA plan to construct a new stream bypass
channel — or fishway — around the pond that
remains. The new channel will carry cold water
further downstream.
This channel is intended to extend the range of
brook trout by providing a strategic linkage between
the current brook trout habitats which exist in Baker
Creek south of the pond and in McMaster Creek
north of the Hockley Valley Road.
Projects of this type will become even more
important in the future as a warming climate places
additional stress on cold water brook trout stream
habitats. After it is completed, the Baker Creek
project will provide a publicly-accessible
demonstration site for restoration work that can be
applied to brook trout streams throughout the
Niagara Escarpment Biosphere Reserve and the
Nottawasaga Valley watershed.
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Early construction photo of the new Baker Creek Fishway.
Although not much to look at now, the new fishway will move
cold water downstream, and allow for trout and other fish
species to migrate to their spawning grounds more easily.

An artificial flow deflector
installed for agricultural
irrigation.
These structures locally impact
river habitat and natural
sediment distribution.
Sand and silt build up in the
ponded area upstream of the
deflector. When removed, this
sediment is released,
smothering large pore spaces
needed for spawning.
Figure 5. Artificial flow deflector at Site 2, source: NVCA

Changing River Bottoms
We often do not think about the material at the bottom of rivers and how it
moves around, but the processes that move sediment help determine where
aquatic plants and animals live. A mixed gravel/cobble bottom is the
preferred habitat for EPT bugs while coarse gravel is preferred by spawning
brook trout. The large pore spaces between the gravel provide the EPT with
places to hide from predators and to hunt for food. The brook trout use the
cooling effect of groundwater seeping through the spaces to cool their eggs.

Figure 6. Pore spaces
(source: USGS)

These same spaces can naturally fill with finer material (silt and sand)
restricting EPT habitat and groundwater cooling, making less than desirable
habitat for river species. High stream flows, the deeper and faster-moving
water that follows storms and during snowmelt, work to flush the fine
material and re-open the pore spaces.
As the landscape changes towards a hardened environment (paved surfaces,
compacted soils) river flows are changing which in turn are changing the
processes that move sediment. NVCA staff noticed more locations where
gravels are being buried by finer material in quantities that high flow events
can not remove. NVCA staff also noticed a corresponding decreases in
stream water quality at these locations. Site 2 is showing the early signs of
this infilling.

Thank you!
Thanks to all of our Watershed Champions – landowners, community groups, schools,
businesses, municipalities and other government agencies – who support stewardship
activities in our watershed.
For more information or to get involved, contact NVCA
705-424-1479 or www.nvca.on.ca

Partner Municipalities in the Upper Nottawasaga River Subwatershed:
Township of Adjala-Tosorontio, Township of Amaranth
Town of Mono, Township of Mulmur, Town of New Tecumseth
“Working
together to lead, promote, support and inspire innovative watershed management.”
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